Presenter Name

Workshop Title

Is there a
cost?

Material
Cost

As trans people, we spend a majority of our time being the minority; often
misgendered, invisible, disrespected. Let's step away from that and come
together as a group. Bring whatever you want to eat or drink (to share or not).
Bring blankets, chairs and other comfy things. Colouring pages and small stim
toys provided if you want something to do with your hands and eyes. We'll chat
about trans stuff or other stuff. To start off, we will collectively create group
boundaries.

No

0

Workshop Description

Abhann

Trans Talk

Agamotto
Vishanti

Intro to a Pop Cultured Practice

A lecture and discussion about pop culture paganism, the multiverse and how one
might incorporate one's favorite pop icons and characters into practice. Whether
you see the multiverse or facets and representations of deity, the umbrella of pop
culture paganism may have something for you.

No

Alli (Pegacorn)
Keeley

Viking Chest Game

Come test your skills against your friends or foes as you fight with the ye old
mighty feather sack! Winner of rounds get secret treasures from within the chest.

No

Alli (Pegacorn)
Keeley

Alli (Pegacorn)
Keeley

Ambre côté

Ambre Côté

Andrew Jennings

Angela Grey

Angela Grey

Angela Grey

Bunny

Treasure the Body

Treasure the Huntress

We will discuss body positivity and how it's a crucial part of your soul and who you
are. We are often the treasure thieves of our own happiness. We will explore the
term and how we cope with negative body images, thoughts and how to cope.
From there we will do a bit of an experiment to truly show us or remind us of
things that we may have lost to the brain goblins.

Religion is hard and dirty. Here we explore the sacred huntress both in the
community as well as in different pantheons. While we do this we will also be
working on building up the Huntress Shrine. Lots of hands make light work.
Please expect to get dirty. Bring work gloves, shoes (preferably steel toed but any
closed toe shoes will do). The Huntress in us as women is sacred. May we hunt
together.

No

No

Are you a kid with a Warrior’s spirit? Do you have honour that has yet to be
tested? Come join us in the Children’s Warrior Circle where you will raise your
boffer sword and do battle with other kids, and maybe any adults who are brave
enough to face you! Boffer swords will be provided, but if you have your own,
bring it along (must be approved by the host). Ages 5-12.

No

Teens' Warrior Circle

Are you a teen with a Warrior’s spirit? Do you have honour that has yet to be
tested? Come join us in the Teen’s Warrior Circle where you will raise your boffer
sword and do battle with other teens, and maybe any adults who are brave
enough to face you! Boffer swords will be provided, but if you have your own,
bring it along (must be approved by the host). Ages 13-17.

No

Moonlight Menagerie LARP

It's the return of the wildly popular children's LARP. The Dreadhaven Troupe has
come to the Knoll, who knows what tales they will tell, what wares they will sell
and what may dwell in the dark when only the bones, spells and the cards may
tell. Be careful what you look for, it might just find you instead. Open to kids 10
and up, the LARP will involve a 2-hour pre-game workshop, followed by the game
itself from noon til 10pm the following day.

No

Kids' Warrior Circle

Regionally Appropriate Witchcraft

As a witch who has lived and practiced in many different places, I've been struck
by how profoundly one's craft can be shaped by the local landscape. Mountain
witches tend to learn different spells than farm witches, and prairie witches move
to different rhythms than their brothers and sisters on the coast. Nature rewards
adaptability, and learning to recognize and honour these subtle influences can
help you refine your craft in some interesting and unexpected ways.

No

0

Long Hidden Friends

There's an old joke that Pagan faiths are "religions of the library," and when most
of us want to read about our path, the siren call of the occult section can be
irresistible. But there are some pretty great books lurking in other sections of the
library that have some surprisingly pagan content. Most of these hidden gems will
never show up on a pagan recommended reading list, but seeking them out is well
worth the effort. Join us for some enthusiastic book reviews, and a few select
readings, of treasures you may want to add to your shelf.

No

0

Working with Imperfect Source Material

Digging into the origins of one's Pagan path can be a disillusioning experience for
many people. You set out enthusiastically to read your source material, only to
discover that its origins are questionable, its authors weren't saints, and some of
the writing is pretty bad. It's enough to make some practitioners question their
path, or even abandon it altogether. But if this material is approached with the
right attitude and measured expectations, it's possible to acknowledge the flaws
and avoid the pitfalls, while still uncovering the hidden gems beneath.

No

$0

The Anywhere Workout

The anywhere workout combines warm up techniques for dance and aerial silks
with stretches to give the best workout. No equipment required. The aim is to work
on both strength and cardio while getting a head-to-toe stretch. This workout is
designed to be easy to do no matter how much (or how little) space you may
have.

No

$0

Is there a
cost?

Material
Cost

Methods of Divination Show and Tell

Bring your treasured favourite divination tools. Cheryl-ann will be bring sets of
oracle cards, tarot cards, pendulum, crystal ball, scrying bowl, stying stones, etc.
Everyone is free to experiment and become familiar with these. Bring your
favourites and show them off. All participants please be mindful that permission is
needed before touching others' magical tools. We will have a brainstorming
session about different methods where physical tools are not needed. We can all
learn from each other!

No

0

Introduction to Mermaiding

Cheryl-ann will share one of her favourite hobbies: Mermaiding with a monofin!
You will learn about types of monofins and tails, mermaiding schools/festivals, and
water safety, as well as discussing free diving methods. A demonstration of
mermaid makeup will make you look MerMazing! We will each pull a mermaid
oracle card and contemplate the meaning. You can see the tail and monofin and
try mermaiding in the water following the workshop.

No

0

Christina

Treasure Tunes!

Come celebrate your favourite treasures, like music and friends. In this song
circle we'll sing about the things that we love and the things that bring us joy.
Treasures like family, nature, love, peace and resistance all spark some excellent
songs. Each person in the circle will have a chance to introduce a song and then
they can sing it alone, lead the group in song, or pass to the next person (your
choice, no pressure). Come to listen or sing, and celebrate with us.

No

Colleen O'Brien

Tarot Reading for All Levels

The do and don't of tarot reading. An explanation of how to do tarot readings and
the responsibility of the reader. If you have your own tarot deck please bring it, as
participants can pair off into groups of two and do a 3-card reading.

No

Colleen O'Brien

Soul Trekker

What is the Soul? I will touch on the topics I have experienced: OBE (Out of Body
Experiences); traveling souls; prophetic dreams/dream walking; guardians; other
dimensions; and quantum realities. What happens and who you may encounter.

No

Drew Thomson

Pets: Treasures in the Path of Life

A brief look at how animals became such a big part of our daily lives. We'll also
look at how they may impact the path we travel in life. Share stories and memories
of our animal family. I encourage you to bring pictures to share and be ready to
share stories.

No

Etienne Price

Teen Hide And Go Seek

It's a big nighttime game of Hide and Go Seek for ages of 12-20 with specific
limits. Everyone will be glowsticked and YOU MUST HAVE A FLASHLIGHT.

No

How To Reclaim Your Valuable Mobility

Chronic illness is a devastating burden. Pain, depression, anxiety, stigma are daily
occurrences for us, and no end is in sight. Nevertheless, we still find ways to carry
on, and in some rare cases, even reduce the symptoms we deal with. Through a
combination of low-impact exercise, cognitive techniques, mindfulness, and tribebuilding, let's explore how we can regain some control over these symptoms. We
can reclaim the treasures we have lost. We will engage in a light, low-impact
exercise geared at increasing mobility. Please bring a water bottle.

No

Heather & Josh

Rockhounding - Quartz Mines & Beryl Pit

Last year we were unable to host this and the shout out to go was
overwhelming....so let's go to the Rose Quartz Mines and the Beryl Pit! We will
meet in the parking lot at 9am on Tuesday, August 1, and will leave at 9:15am
SHARP! We will be travelling to Quadville to meet with the owner of the mines and
he will give instruction from there. Please come prepared for the weather (no
open-toed shoes), something to carry your items in, a small snack and plenty of
fluids. There is a $15 fee (children under 12 free).

Yes

Heather W

A Wiccan's Treasury of Tools 101

This is a very informal workshop for beginners that are curious, interested in and
starting to practice Wicca. I will be talking about the basics regarding Wiccan Altar
tools in the Odyssean tradition and their use. If you have some to share, by all
means bring the "treasures" you use and share it with the group.

No

The "Masters of Philosophy" have had much to contribute to magickal thought
over many hundreds of years. In their writings there are many philosophical
treasures that can be drawn upon in order to deepen one's own practice. This
workshop looks at some of the more salient ones, especially those that relate to
who we are and our place within the wyrd and mysterious.

No

0

The Treasures Within

This workshop centers around a critical element of self-reflection that will enable
one to be more aware of the treasures within. These treasures are aspects of the
self known as "feelings", "needs", and "behaviours". Increasing the conscious
awareness of these aspects will help you to take better care of your emotional
health through deeper self-understanding and focused action. This, in turn, will
greatly support the concept of "Know Thyself and you will know the Universe and
the Gods." Participants are encouraged to read the book "Nonviolent
Communication: A Language of Life" by Dr. Marshall Rosenberg

No

0

Metal and Magic

The role of the smith and metal within a pagan community both ritually and
magically was a unique and very important one that spanned all cultures around
the world. As a smith I need to know as much as why what I do creates an
effective ritual tool as what it does. Therefore my research was a curious mix of
science and mythology and produced and set of 'rules' of how magic works with
metal. These rules allows the results of using metal with magic to be consistent
and predictable. This is important because, while the ancients only had 7 metals
to work with, we have over 200 and with this information we can predict how any
metal will work magically.

No

0

Presenter Name

Cheryl-ann
Harling

Cheryl-ann
Harling

Firekeeper Zippo

Helene Arts

Helene Arts

Helmut

Workshop Title

Treasures of Philosophy

Workshop Description

0

Presenter Name

Workshop Title

Hilary Dotto-Nudo

Witch N'Stitch

Hobbes

Kids Bardic Workshop

Hobbes

Hobbes

Hobbes

Hobbes

ja sonier

Bedtime Bardic Service

Adult Bardic Workshop

Kids Bardic Workshop

Make your own Boffer Weapon

Bring your latest crafting project, your sproglings (as who can escape them?),
chairs, beverages, and snacks. Let's meet other crafters while the kids play!
Maybe let the rest of your campsite sleep in while the kids play at the park. New
to knitting, crochet, cross stitch etc.? Maybe someone there can help you with
your latest project.

No

If you're a kid with a special talent that you want to show off, this is your chance to
hog the spotlight. Hosted and judged by the KG Bards, the KG kids bardic is the
place where kids get to shine and entertain. The winner of the KG kids bardic gets
to perform their piece in the adult bardic on Saturday night!

No

$0

Yes

10

No

0

Having trouble putting the kids to bed during Fest? There's nothing quite like being
told a bedtime story or singing a bedtime song to end the day perfectly, ensuring a
good night's sleep. That's why the bards of KG are offering you the Bedtime
Bardic service. For only $10 (which will be donated to a KG charity), a KG bard
will visit your camp and perform for you and your family either by telling stories or
singing songs (20 minute time limit). Sign up sheet at registration, where you can
pick the Bard and time slot for the visit. You can pay the bard at the end of the
performance.
Are you planning on performing in the adult bardic? The KG bardic has its own
unique challenges, so you need to be prepared! Hobbes will share his tips and
tricks to help you with voice projection, presence, and body language. If you are
planning on performing in the main bardic or any of the other bardic stages during
KG, you should take this workshop!
Hobbes will teach the kids the basic of performing in a bardic, including voice
projection, stance, presence, and body language. The workshop includes a brief
history of bardic arts and what roles bards play in our society.
Learn how to make your own boffer weapon from PVC piping, insulation foam,
and duct tape. You will also learn how to care for your boffer weapon and fight
with it safely. These are the weapons used the in the popular Warrior Circle
events.
Pre-registration required. Ages: 8 (minimum) to 15 must be accompanied by a
parent or guardian.
$10 material fee

No

0

10

No

0

No

0

No

0

Pagan Epithet Competition

By Odin's other eye! By Neptune's Trident! Our Goddess-forsaken duties have
been shirked. We, as pagans, should be swearing more, or at least swearing like
pagans. Let that guy who just cut you off on the highway know you are pagan by
the words you bellow at his retreating vehicle. We are looking for the best paganthemed epithets, exclamations, exhortations, utterances and swears. You will
think up a swear or epithet. You will go to Registration. You will (LEGIBLY) write
out your epithet on a card with your name on the back. You will put this card in
the box. You may enter as often as you like, but please submit only the ones you
think are truly worthy of our consideration.

No

0

Sci-fi and Fantasy: Treasure Chests for
Bookworms

Sci-fi and fantasy books are treasure chests! They may be make-believe, but the
ideas and philosophical truths they contain can gift a person with spiritual
awareness. Are there specific sci-fi/fantasy works that have influenced your
worldview about magic, supernatural beings, and powers? Have you ever tried
any magical or spiritual practices described in a book you read,and did they work?
Did you ever read a work of fiction that brought you to an ecstatic state because of
how well it helped you put into words your spiritual understanding of the world?
Come share in the delicious bookwormy fun in this informal chat about our most
treasured sci-fi and fantasy books!

No

$0

Kaleidoscope Gathering Festival Choir

Kaleidoscope Gathering Percussion
Ensemble

ja sonier

Bad Pagan Poetry Competition

Jacky With A Y

Material
Cost

Yes

ja sonier

ja sonier

Is there a
cost?

Workshop Description

The tradition continues. Participants will meet for an hour each day(Wednesday
through to Sunday) to warm up and stretch our voices, to create, arrange and
learn a few pagan-oriented songs and arrangements. We will perform these
pieces later on during fest. The Choir is open to all. Those interested are invited
to join the "Kaleidoscope Gathering Festival Choir" Facebook group.
A series of workshop/rehearsals designed to help the drummers of KG learn to
work together in creating original percussion pieces and arrangements, towards
the goal of performance. Participants will meet for roughly an hour each day
(Wednesday through to Sunday) to warm up and hone individual and collective
drumming skills, and to create pieces to perform towards the end of the festival.
All are welcome, and some loaner drums will be available.
Anyone can write a halfway decent poem. A few can write truly ennobling and
edifying works that inspire us all. But not all treasures gleam with an inner light. It
takes a true genius to write something so bad that it shifts us into a new
(downward-sloping) paradigm, so utterly, abysmally awful that one can only laugh
hysterically. Bring forth your inner Vogon. This is a competition for the worst
original pagan-themed poetry ever written. Write an original poem before or at
fest. You will sign up for a slot. You will read us the poem at the appointed hour.
We will judge the poem. Points will be awarded on presentation, pretension,
appropriate brevity, misuse of literary devices, on whether it makes us laugh,
cringe or, best of all, both. Mere mediocrity or poor performance or sloppiness will
not suffice-your piece must be well and truly and deliberately awful.

Presenter Name

Jacky With A Y
and Alex Thomas

Jade Pichette

Jade Pichette

Jade, Brynja, Alli,
Jaxe

Workshop Title

Workshop Description

Is there a
cost?

Third Gender Ritual

Those who transgress the gender binary continue to resist colonial and patriarchal
attempts to render us invisible. As we find and unlock the treasures we carry
within us, we become whole and able to fulfill our rightful roles in our communities.
People of all genders are welcome to come and celebrate and partake in the gift
of walking between genders.

No

Gender-Crossing as a Magickal Act

There are no introductory books on paganism, heathenry, or witchcraft that touch
on gender-crossing. This workshop will integrate the themes of gender crossing,
queerness, guising, and gender-crossers as tricksters. For the queers, the freaks,
the tricksters, the crossers of the divide. Gender constrains us and divides us. But,
what of those gender-crossers who look to bring about a revolution of the society
and a transformation of self? We will examine folklore and mythd of gendercrossing and how those apply to us today; discuss how we have utilized the
crossing of gender to gain power by breaking taboo; and look at how tricksters
have utilized gender-crossing historically and how this relates to us today.
Drawing on personal experience and scholarship this workshop will centre queer,
trans, and non-binary narratives of witchcraft and magickal traditions.

No

HAIL! HAIL! HAIL! The call is heard from across the land. We will learn of the calls
to our ancestors, to prepare for the times of strive, to be able to call the warriors to
battle … or maybe you just want to be heard across the campground. This
workshop will touch on the history of heralds and criers, but will focus primarily on
personal experience as the Herald of the Procession of Nerthus as part of Well &
Heraldry
Tree Gathering. Learn how to become a herald yourself. Guests may also
demonstrate how to sound a blowing or calling horn. Everyone gets a chance to
try being loud! Please note this workshop will be loud, and it is recommended that
you bring throat lozenges.
Many have seen the now globally-recognized hashtag #HavamalWitches, started
by our own Jade Pichette. Some may be wondering what is this all about? Well, It’
s about Heathen women and Femmes having enough with the blatant and passive
sexism, and phobic behaviours that lurk with in our global communities. We are
challenging stereotypes, our men-folk and ourselves to grow and create a safe,
beautiful and inclusive Heathen spaces. This talk will be led by four of our
community's leading Gynthia, and we ain't pulling any punches. There will be open
Havamal Witches: Confronting Sexism and talk about raw experiences, which we hope will help create a safe place for others
to speak out about their own experiences and bring healing. While others can
Transphobia in the Heathen World
learn how to stand against the sexist and phobic behaviours that exist within our
communities. We will also be discussing ways how men can change their
privileged perceptions and become strong allies to their and Femmes sisters.
While this talk is about the Heathen community, we encourage others to join to
learn how to strengthen and grow your own communities. Please join if you have
an open heart, ears and mind and are willing to challenge yourself to grow. Just
remember… We are the Witches the Havamal warned you about.

Jan Mathieson
Wright

Ancient and Medieval Beer

Jean Sébastien
Daunais

Creating and Working in a Sacred Space

Material
Cost

No

No

Come learn about ale-wives, gruits, and beer before hops. This historical overview
of beer-making will concentrate on medieval Europe when beer was brewed
primarily by women and flavoured with a variety of common sweet, spicy,
medicinal and magical herbs, instead of the bitter hops that are primarily used
today. Bring a drinking vessel to taste some modern gruit-style beers (19+ only).

No

We'll discuss the basics of creating a sacred space or circle. I will show people
how to create a sacred space but also why we do things a certain way.

No

$0

No

0

Jean Sébastien
Daunais

Runes 201

This workshop is an occasion for people who already use the runes in their life to
get together and discuss how, where and when they use the runes. This will be
more like a guided discussion then a teaching experience.

Jean Sébastien
Daunais and
Thimoty Jonhston

The mead of poetry

With the theme of KG being treasure there's no better time too look at ourself and
see what is insinde our personnal chest. This is a self empowering ritual

No

0

Jeff RWW

Men's Cairn Walk

The Men's Cairn walk is a traditional gathering for men to come together, walk
from the camping area to the Men's Cairn, and then share things with other men in
a safe space. You are welcome to bring a stone to add the Cairn, an offering to
the ancestors, and an idea for a male ancestor to invoke while making said
offering.

No

0

Jeff RWW

Youth Forum

A forum discussion with a talking stick (meaning you must be holding the stick to
talk). Aimed at teens to young adults. What does 'Fest' mean to you? Where
would you like to see it go? What do you like and dislike about Fest? We want to
hear from you.

No

0

Jeff RWW

Morning Recharge Meditation

It takes energy to run around all day and gather all the nom nom treasure.... errr...
knowledge. Come join us for a morning guided meditation to recharge the
batteries, calm the soul, and prepare for another day. This meditation will vary
slightly from day to day but will concentrate on breathing and some visualization.

No

0

Come join me for a new tradition: A walk to the Standing Stone to honour all
ancestors. We will bring small offerings (preferably nothing that will cause smells,
out of respect for those camping nearby). We will call on the Ancestors to hear us
Ancestors: The Treasure of Our Own Past
and give thanks, for the treasure of our lives would not be possible without them.
Then we will go around the circle giving folk the chance to share a story of their
ancestors while placing their offering by the Standing Stone.

No

0

Jeff RWW

Presenter Name

Josh Farro

Is there a
cost?

Material
Cost

A lot of us these days are growing beards. Not just small little fuzzies, but big
bushy beards. For some, grooming and maintaining have become very important.
Our beards have become a treasure. This workshop will the discuss the history of
Treasure Your Beard, Feed Your Treasure
beards, why they're making a comeback, and how grooming has become
important. There will be samples of various types of grooming products, and each
person will be given a sample at the end of the workshop. $5 material fee.

Yes

5

Workshop Title

Workshop Description

Julie Desrosiers

Bog Clan Meet-Up and Planning Meeting

You've been gathering on-line for a month now, but today is the day you gather in
person! Come together as a clan, and prepare your treasure for offering at the
main ritual. The ritual organizers will be on hand to run you through what to expect
in the ritual, and answer your questions.

No

0

Julie Desrosiers

Bog Clan Meet-Up and Planning Meeting

You've been gathering online for a month now, but today is the day you gather in
person! Come together as a clan, and prepare your treasure for offering at the
main ritual. The ritual organizers will be on hand to run you through what to expect
in the ritual, and answer your questions.

No

0

Julie Desrosiers

Clan of the Pines Meet-Up and Planning
Meeting

You've been gathering online for a month now, but today is the day you gather in
person! Come together as a clan, and prepare your treasure for offering at the
main ritual. The ritual organizers will be on hand to run you through what to expect
in the ritual, and answer your questions.

No

0

Julie Desrosiers

River Clan Meet-Up and Planning Meeting

You've been gathering online for a month now, but today is the day you gather in
person! Come together as a clan, and prepare your treasure for offering at the
main ritual. The ritual organizers will be on hand to run you through what to expect
in the ritual, and answer your questions.

No

0

No

0

No

0

No

0

No

0

No

0

Julie Desrosiers

Julie Desrosiers

Julie Desrosiers

Julie Desrosiers

You've been gathering online for a month now, but today is the day you gather in
person! Come together as a clan, and prepare your treasure for offering at the
Raven Clan Meet-Up and Planning Meeting main ritual. The ritual organizers will be on hand to run you through what to expect
in the ritual, and answer your questions.
You've been gathering online for a month now, but today is the day you gather in
person! Come together as a clan, and prepare your treasure for offering at the
Stone Clan Meet-Up and Planning Meeting main ritual. The ritual organizers will be on hand to run you through what to expect
in the ritual, and answer your questions.

The Treasure of Training: Accessible and
Standardized Pagan Clergy Training

Main Ritual: The Great Gift

Those who are called to serve the folk and their gods as pagan clergy don't have
much in the way of standardized training or education programs similar to their
Christian or other religious counterparts. But there is a treasure out there,
accessible to all who would work to achieve it: the Ar n-Draoicht Fein Clergy
Training Program (CTP). The CTP provides both academic and practical/spiritual
learning, at a level similar to a university degree in terms of quality and depth. It is
relevant for anyone who practices within the Indo-European hearth cultures,
including Norse, Baltic, Celtic, Greek and Roman. In this workshop, I will give an
overview of the program and speak to my own experience working through the
program.
There is no creation without destruction. And there is no blessing without sacrifice.
This is the cosmic balance of give and take, life and death, order and chaos. This
is the most primal of motions and the first act of every creation myth. At this year's
main ritual at Kaleidoscope Gathering, we will assemble as the Clans of Raven's
Knoll, and work a magic more ancient than stone, more ancient than the stars or
the sky that contains them. Together we will recreate the beginning of all worlds,
the creation of everything from the destruction and sacrifice of the creator. We will
bring with us the treasures of each Clan, and transform them into blessings. As a
united Tribe, we will revel in the mysteries of transformation and gather the gifts
that the gods see fit to bestow upon us.

Kat Summerbell

Campfire Singalong

The evening campfire sing-a-long has become an annual tradition that grows in
popularity every year. Share a song or request a song. Everyone is welcome to
join in. Pagan chants, sea shanties, traditional folk songs, old favourites from Girl
Guide camp. You name it, we’ll try to sing it. Professional voices not necessary.
Song-books, enthusiasm, instruments and marshmallows welcome.

Katie Gajdacs

Pagan Chanting

Chants have a great place in the pagain communities. We will explore many
chants in this class. Bring recording equipment if you want, for remembering the
sounds.

No

It's nearing the end of Fest. Campers are striking their tents. Cars are being
packed. But wait! What are you going to do with all this leftover food? Why, bring it
to the beach of course! Come to the beach to share your leftovers with other
campers, mingle, and listen to traditional and popular tunes. If you have an
instrument, bring it! Weather permitting.

No

0

This workshop will teach the fundamentals of Reiki, a Japanese-based hands-on
healing technique. Learn how to heal yourself by channeling universal energy
(Rei-Ki) through your hands. This alternative healing technique aids in dealing
with anxiety, depression, acute and chronic pain, and promotes peace of mind.
This workshop will focus on the first level in the Usui Reiki style, will contain a
group healing (similar to a Reiki Meet) and meditation.

No

0

Keenan

Keenan

Sunday Beach Party

Intro to Reiki Workshop

Is there a
cost?

Material
Cost

Pan's Running is open for all children between the ages of 6-13. Our own kids'
version of The Trials of Artemis and Stag King, this special ritual will reveal special
knowledge about yourself and help you grow in confidence! Are you brave enough
to be The Pan!?

No

0

Sculpting Treasures

It has been said that pottery is the perfect melding of the four elements: the clay is
a mixture of Earth & Water, and the Air & Fiery sun combine to dry & harden it.
Sculpting tools will be provided, but feel free to bring your own as well. Once the
pieces have fully dried, each attendee will be able to decide whether to take their
art home or leave them as offerings at one of the many sacred sites at Raven's
Knoll. Children are more than welcome, but must be accompanied by a
responsible adult. There will be a $2 material fee

Yes

2

How to Hang Your Sarong

Whether you call them sarongs, pareos or even lavalavas, we all know that there
are a multitude of ways to tie them. Do you know just how many different ways?
Neither do we, but we haven't run out of new ideas yet! This is an interactive
workshop, so come wearing your favourite sarong, ready to share your favourite
styles. If you're a bit body shy, feel free to wear a bathing suit or other coverup
underneath, but please don't feel that you need to - we’re a friendly & accepting
bunch.

No

If you agree that swapping is the new shopping, then this event is for you! Drop off
your no-longer-loved (but still in good condition) bells, sarongs, pendants, tarot
cards, runes, horns, cloaks, books, etc... w/ Kitty at The Wimple beforehand. Items
will be presented individually (like an auction, but FREE!). If several people are
interested in the same thing, we'll roll a couple of dice to settle any disputes.

No

Come on a treasure hunt for edible and medicinal herbs and hear their stories.
Some amazing plants can be found in this Algonquin ecosystem!

No

0

Presenter Name

Workshop Title

Kestral Pyr, JD
Hobbes, DawnMarie Potter

Pan's Running

Kitty and Care

Kitty and Care

Workshop Description

Kitty and Care

Treasure Trade

Laurie Benson

Treasured Herbs

Laurie Benson

Yoga on the Beach

Yoga taught me, HEY you have a body! You have a treasure! Hurray honour it! A
lot of people don't have what you have. All ages, all abilities class every morning
(except Monday) on the beach.

No

0

Treasured Bodies

Older and "less than perfect" bodies are invited to get together at the cauldron
and, in a circle cast of trust, reveal as much as they are comfortable with to be
painted (or self paint) with honour. Then we can, in a contingent, enter the Fire
Circle, proud of ourselves and the treasure that is our body. We are lucky to have
one, imperfect as it is!

No

0

Linda Demissy

Herbal Hoard – Western Energetics

After teaching the six elements of western herbal energetics and how they treat
the six diseased tissue states, we’ll dig up the medicine treasure chest I bring to
every fest. What herbs should you hoard and what does each one treat? River
herbs defeat Airy dryness. Pond herbs treat Stormy tension. This simple system
is a lost treasure, a Rosetta stone that makes remembering what herbs do so
much simpler than learning a pile properties. And this secret will be yours. Is
health not worth more than gold?

No

Linda Demissy

Women's Warrior Circle

Will you drink from the bitter brew of defeat, or the sweet cup of victory? Join
fellow women in glorious battle, and bring your boffer sword if you have one. Open
to all self-identified women.

No

Marie

Grounding, Centering & Sheilding for
Beginners

For beginners, a basic energy working workshop. Highly recommended for
anyone who wants a refresher. Learn how to shield and ground properly. Work on
your basic 'kenning' skills. Have fun!

No

Marie/Danica/Flirt
atia

Barometric Balancing - Weathering the
Storm

Your time is precious - a gifted treasure we give ourselves. No one wants to be
thwarted by the pressures of an oncoming storm taking our time away and
affecting our present. Learn how to work with the energies of a storm to negate or
lessen the effects of barometric headaches and other ailments in the body. Tune
in, harmonize and shift to reduce the effects of the storm.

No

Matt McLauchlin

Stitch and Witch

Cross stitch is an ancient form of embroidery and one of the easiest crafts to
learn! Come learn the basics and stitch your choice of fun Pagan designs to take
home. Materials provided.* Also, if you have your own crafts to work on
(needlework, knitting, beading, or whatever), feel free to join us, chill out, and work
alongside us.
*If possible, please write to matt_mcl@sympatico.ca before Fest to indicate you're
coming, to help me estimate materials to bring. A suggested contribution of $5 to
cover materials would be appreciated!

Yes

5

Melissa Keindel

18-plus Table Top Gaming

Are you a fan of Catan, Pandemic, Cards Against Humanity? Come out and enjoy
some tabletop games for the adult crowd.

No

0

Laurie Benson

Is there a
cost?

Material
Cost

No

0

Hearth Craft 101- Basic Camp Cooking

So you've decided to go camping at a festival. You have a tent, a sleeping bag
and a cooler. Now what can you fit in that cooler? What are you going to bloody
eat?? Designed for both newbies and the more experienced, Hearth Craft 101 will
go through some easy adaptable recipes you can make ahead of time or right at
your camp. We will also touch on meal planning and how the right cooking
equipment can make your camp life easier.

No

0

Poly 101

What is polyamory? How does it work? How is it not just cheating? Is it the same
thing as swinging or polygamy? What's a "Triad"? Don't you ever get jealous?
How can you build solid, healthy relationships that work? Join us to explore
answers to these questions and more in this introduction for those new to poly and
those curious about what polyamory is and isn't.

No

0

Poly & Love Languages

One person's trash is another's treasure. What holds meaning and importance to
you may be less valuable to another. What expressions of love mean the most to
you? How would your partners prefer you express your feelings for them? Join us
for a discussion about love expressions using The Five Love Languages by Gary
Chapman as a jumping off point to learn about different ways to show love and
appreciation.

No

0

Rae Green

Runes 101

You've heard of runes. How do you even use them? How do you make them? Can
you see the future?? We will discuss myths and stories surrounding runes as well
as the journey that was required for Odin to obtain their knowledge. We will also
impart a piece of their knowledge to you. This workshop includes crafting an
individual set of runes. We will discuss traditional materials, as well as newer more
modern options. Crafting bases in wood, glass and seashell will be provided.
Materials fee: $20

Yes

20

Ravens Knoll

Kaleidoscope Auction

Come bid on cool Pagan-y stuff! As requested by the Elders, at the auction, you
may choose to have your donation go towards the festival charity, the Eganville
and District Food Bank, or to Raven’s Knoll. Your choice is confidential.

No

Presenter Name

Melissa Keindel

Workshop Title

Treasured Recipes - A Collection

Workshop Description
Grandma's cookies, Dad's Pasta Sauce, Aunties Chicken Noodle Soup... Recipes
are treasures, passed down from person to person, community to community.
They represent a lasting link between the past and the future. This year we are
seeking YOUR favorite recipes to add to a collection, with the hope we can gather
enough to make a KG cookbook, a lasting collection of our treasured recipes.
So find the treasure box, fill out the form and attach your recipe. Let us know why
you treasure it and what it means to you.

Melissa Keindel

Nadia & Stephen

Nadia & Stephen

Robert

Ron Lyen

Sarah Rogers

Sarah Wibberley

Shamrock, Brynn
and Friends

Treasures of the Hermetic Qabalah

Wine and Cheese

The Art of Henna

Sparklies Inside and Out

Newbie Meet & Greet

The Hermetic Qabalah (also spelled Kabbala) is a mystical system which has
become one of the corner stones of the Western Mystery Tradition, which includes
Ceremonial Magic and Wicca. One of the most important symbols that the
Qabalah has given us is Otz Chiim, the Tree of Life. From one point of view, it is a
treasure map leading us to spiritual and psychological development, bringing us to
the greatest treasure of all, our True Selves. Join in an exploration of the endless
treasures that can be found among the leaves of the Qabalistic Tree of Life.
Some treasure gold, others lands, but there is a treasure that can transend all
material wealth: the gathering for friends and family. For this year's theme of
treasures we will celebrate each other with the annual wine and cheese. We
invite everyone to bring their favourite cheese (and crackers) and wine to share
with others. 19 and older only.

Learn how to properly make natural henna, free of chemicals and dyes and safe
to use. As well, learn the history of henna and some of its uses and properties.
Then we will play with henna designs and learn a few application techniques.
There are a maximum of 16 spaces, but the workshop will be offered twice during
fest - signup sheets at registration. There is a $5 material fee, and each
participant will leave with a tube of henna and a small information package.
Please no children under 12 without parental supervision.
Within us there are three cauldrons of vitality. This workshop will help us learn
about these internal treasures, what they are, what they do, and how to shine up
and charge them from an Avalonian perspective. We will then create simple
bracelets as a wearable treasure to help us work with a cauldron more mindfully.
$10 materials fee is requested to cover costs (however, for those for whom this is
prohibitive, a sliding scale will be offered).
Open to all newbies. Come and meet other newcomers to our community. Ask
those difficult questions that have been plaguing you, like “How do I tie on this
stupid sarong?” or “Where did I pitch my tent last night?” Find answers, guidance,
support, and laughter. Elders and fest regulars are invited to join in and share their
wisdom with new fest-goers.

No

0

No

0

Yes

5

Yes

10

Presenter Name

Is there a
cost?

Material
Cost

Workshop Title

Workshop Description

Tea and Tai Chi

Don't know your Chai Tea from your Tai Chi? Have no idea what Oolong and Pu
Ehr tea is? Does your tea always taste like hot leaf juice? If so we can help. Join
Shen in practicing the relaxing movements of Tai Chi and Chi Gong while
sampling a variety of rejuvenating teas. Tea cups are in limited supply so bring
your own if you wish to partake in this elixir of life that has long been used by the
Chinese sages to promote health and longevity.

No

starr

Treasures Within the Dance

Within the sacred circle dance there is coded information, a treasure, that is
unlocked when you dance together in circles. This practice runs deep in pagan
communities, where every step is a message, and every gesture raises energy.
There are dances to unify, call the elements, celebrate divinity and of course, to
raise power, and to ground it as well. Sacred circle dancing is for all ages and
ability levels, and promotes connectedness, meditation and celebration. This
workshop will be offered three times throughout Fest - the morning dance will be
more restful and meditative, the later sessions more vigorous.

No

-1

Stern Paul

Mixed Warrior's Circle

As with past years, the Champions of the Men’s and Women’s Warrior Circles will
unite in a ritual of competitive camaraderie using foam weapons. Be prepared to
cheer for your Champion in good spirit! (Adults 18+).

No

0

Stern Paul and
Adam Zippo

Men's Warrior Circle

From humble beginnings, the Men's Warrior Circle has quickly become a Fest
favourite. This men-only event invites you to tap into your warrior energy and face
off against your opponents in a circle of honour. Boffer weapons are supplied, but
if you may bring your own (they must be approved by the event organizer).

No

0

Bling-tastic: DIY Liquid Bling

In this workshop treasure is skin deep! Go home with your own custom made
squeezable bottle of glittery, gorgeous liquid bling for decorating your skin,
embellishing tattoos with sparkly awesomeness, or creating your own glitter henna
designs. This workshop will be onoging throughout fest, just drop by Tania
vending booth in Diagon Alley. $5 material fee.

Yes

5

Performance Shamanism: A Primer

Performance Shamanism is the spiritual recasting of an ancient healing art that
goes by many names, including Being The Change and Leading By Example.
Whereas traditional Shamanism is defined by entering into an altered state of
consciousness or perception in order to obtain wisdom for the tribe, Performance
Shamans strive to maintain this state at all times, carrying a magical aura around
them in day-to-day life, thereby bringing to and creating within their communities
an environment of inspiration, nurturing, and creative thinking. This workshop
explores the concept of Performance Shamanism, provides examples of
practitioners and their successes, and presents a few techniques of the craft.

No

0

Demon Hunting: Theory And Practice

Demons are unseen malevolent forces that thrive parasitically inside people,
distorting their perceptions, subverting their reason, and directing their actions
toward failure. We've all been possessed by a demon at one point or another - but
we can beat them, because we're stronger than they are. This workshop,
compatible with all spiritual paths, will present a full overview of the concept of
demonic influence, as well as techniques - both time-honoured and contemporary
- to fight the demons within yourself and others.

No

0

Trials of Artemis

Open to all adult women of the community (18+), this ritual draws on the memory
of the mighty women who came before us, and connects them to the women who
strive today, so that they may inspire those yet to be. The competitors' strength,
wisdom and wits will be challenged and the wisdom of the elders will determine
who is most worthy to wield the spear of the Huntress for the coming year and be
the symbolic representation of the provider and protector of our people.
Participants will meet at the Raven Field.

No

Shen the
Unnamed

Tania the Painter

Taras

Taras

The Huntress
Council

Drumming 101 is the place to start! Bring a drum and let's learn the basics
together.
TomyHawK &
Lugh

Drumming 101, 102, 103

Drumming 102 - playing together. Learn techniques when playing with a group.

No

Drumming 103 - practise makes perfect. Come together and jam together!
TomyHawK,
TristanHawK &
JA

HalfLing Beats

HalfLing Beats is a workshop for our young people 5-12. Your young one will
experience creating music utilizing many different instruments - drums and so
much more. We will have an assortment of instruments available as but please
bring your own if you can. Even a pot or pan will do! Children 7 or under must
come with a guardian. This workshop will take place at The Forge.

No

Presenter Name

Workshop Title

Workshop Description

Is there a
cost?

Material
Cost

VeraVera and
Braelor

Starting Your Own Pagan Group

At some point many practitioners wonder who else is out there and how do we get
in touch. Despite living in what some would call an “overly connected” world,
isolation can be felt by many practitioners. In this workshop, Braelor and VeraVera
will take you through their experience of starting community groups and university
clubs searching for like-minded people. Learn shortcuts and pit falls and what it
takes to run a successful group, be it a coven of your own or a monthly coffee
social. Come and learn, and even network with other who may want to start a
group too. We are here with tips and tricks to reach people who can be more
elusive than others.

Vikings of the
metal age

Meet, meat and mead

Come to viking camp and meet the mighty vikings! You are all welcome to a feast.
It's the best way to meet new people and ask questions about heathenry. Just
bring a chair, your cutlery and your smile, and we'll provide the meat and the
mead. Open to everyone

No

0

WhitTiger Aka RP

Gratitude to Gaia and the Spiritual Path of
the Soul

This workshop is open to those who have an open heart and mind, those who are
of higher spiritual evolution, and those that know that the stuff that comes out of
my mouth usually makes sense. This workshop includes 2 meditations: the world
of light meditation and the heart grid meditation (based on the Christ
consciousness grid).

No

0

WhitTiger Aka RP

Your Greatest Treasure and the Source of
All Your Suffering

This workshop is about how to decode the voices in your head, which part of you
is talking? Let's put a name to each of them to better determine what voices you
should listen to, and which voices keep you from your true potential and the life
you always wanted. Once you have cleaned up the chaos in your head, maybe
you can hear more voices that come from outside your head. If there is enough
time we can talk about telepathic spiritual communications like channeling.

No

0

WhitTiger Aka RP

Metallic Polyphonic Overtone Throat
Singing

You don't need to be a singer. Just bring patience, a bottle of water for your vocal
cords, and no corsets.

No

0

Wyldcard

Elder's Tea

Meet at the Rookery and have a cup of tea. This year we will be discussing how to
help our elders adjust to their new roles. Bring your favourite cup, mug, chalice, or
stein.

No

No

No

Wyldcard

Self-Care and Working Through Fear

As we progress on our individual spiritual paths we encounter challenges which
crop up. I've found that through self-care I can work through my fears and
continue learning and growing on my path. This workshop is presented as a
sharing circle in which we will discuss what's worked and what hasn't in the past,
hopefully increasing our tool kits or bag of tricks.

Wyldcard

Techno Spirit Ritual

In keeping with the theme of Treasures, we will be exploring technology and how
the spirits who can help us on our spiritual path. We will discover which of these
spirits will be our guides and guardians for the year. Please keep your phones ON
for this ritual as techno-divination will be in play.

No

Wyldcard

Travel to the Women's Spiral

This workshop is for those who self-identify as female. We will meet at the front of
the Rookery and make our way to the women's spiral. Upon arrival, we will
honour our female ancestors with song. Then we will share stories and discuss
who we are and how we can support each other.

No

